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Abstract 
Butnariu, D. and Y. Censor, A method for appro~mating the solution set of a system of convex inequalities by 
polytopes, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 36 (1991) 289-304. 
In this note a method for computing approximations by polytopes of the solution set Q of a system of convex 
inequalities is presented. It is shown that such approximations can be determined by an algorithm which 
converges in finitely many steps when the solution set of the given system of inequalities is bounded. In this 
case, the algorithm generates “inner” and “outer” approximations having the Hausdorff distance to each other 
(and to the set Q) no greater than an a priori fixed e and having their extreme points in 8Q and in the relative 
exterior of Q, respectively. 
Keywords: Simplex, convex set, polytope, triangulation, refinement of a triangulation, Hausdorff metric, 
g-marginal vertex. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a finite system of inequalities 
g,(X) GO, iEI, 0) 
where, for any i E I, gi is a convex functional on R”. Our purpose is to present a method for 
approximating the solution set Q of (l), in the sense of the Hausdorff metric on the space of 
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closed convex subsets of R”, by polytopes. Precisely, the aim is to present an algorithm which, 
for a fixed E > 0, produces two polytopes Q: and Q:’ such that 
(i) Q: G Q c Q:’ E R”, 
(ii) dist(Q:, Qr) := sup{ d(q, Q:) I q E Q:‘} < E, 
(iii) the extreme points of Q: belong to the boundary aQ and the extreme points of Q:’ 
belong to the relative exterior of Q. 
Note that, according to conditions (i)-(iii), the sets Q: and Q:’ have to be empty if Q is 
empty. Throughout this paper Q is assumed to be bounded (hence, compact - cf. [25, Theorem 
10.11). Under this condition, the existence of polytopes Q: and Q:’ which satisfy (i), (ii) follows 
from [28, Theorem 12.31. 
The algorithm presented in this note can easily be implemented and computational experience 
shows that it is reasonably fast. This may compensate for the fact that the approximations of Q 
it produces are not necessarily “best approximations” even if best approximations of Q exist (as 
happens, for instance, when Q c lR2 and it is sufficiently smooth, see [20]). In the particular case 
where all functionals gj involved in (1) are affine, Q itself is a polytope and linear programming 
techniques such as in [4] or combinatorial methods such as in [24, Chapter 71 can be used in 
order to compute the extreme points of Q, i.e., to compute Q itself. Note that, in general, by 
computing a polytope we mean computing the coordinates of a finite set of points in R” whose 
convex hull is the polytope itself. 
The problem of computing two polytopes Q: and Q:’ satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii) is more 
complicated when some of the functionals gi are not affine. We show that even then one can 
compute the approximations of Q in the sense of (i)-(iii) above, by solving finitely many linearly 
singly constrained convex optimization problems for which special-purpose techniques [21] or 
general methods [3,26,29] are available (see Section S(II1)). 
Our algorithm, presented in Section 4, is based on “simplicial division” procedures described 
in Sections 2 and 3 which generate specific refinements of given “ triangulations” of Q. We recall 
that a triangulation of a set C E R” is a collection ‘Z of n-simplices which cover C, whose open 
faces are partitioning C and which are such that for any point x E C there exists an open 
neighborhood of x meeting only finitely many simplices from X (cf. [15,27]). If X is a 
triangulation of a compact set C, then there are finitely many simplices in iy meeting C (cf. [27, 
Theorem 2.31). A triangulation ?X of C c R” is called exact if C = U{ T 1 T E i;). A refinement of 
a triangulation Z of C is a triangulation a’ such that any simplex 7 in & has an exact 
triangulation consisting of simplices in E ‘. Convex sets having finite exact triangulations are 
polytopes. For a finite triangulation a of C, we denote, as usual, mesh(E) := max{ diam( 7) 1 T E 
E }. For compact convex subsets of R”, there exist methods for “computing” finite triangulations 
(see, for instance, [27, Chapter [3]), i.e., methods for determining the matrices V = [u’, . . . , u”] 
whose columns are the vertices ui of the simplices 7 of such triangulations. With these facts in 
mind, observe that the solution set Q of (1) is exactly the set { x E R” 1 g(x) = 0} where the 
function g : R n + R is defined by 
g(x) := C max(O, g,(x)>, (2) 
iEI 
and it is convex. Therefore, the problem of determining the sets Q: and Q:’ can be restated as a 
problem of approximating the set 
Qg:= {xER”lg(x) =O}. 
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The problem of approximating compact convex sets defined by systems of inequalities in IR” 
by polytopes has interesting theoretical and practical aspects (see also [13] and the references 
therein). 
(I) Algorithms for determining polytopes which approximate sets defined by finite systems 
of convex inequalities, in the sense of (i)-(iii) above, can be useful tools for computing multiple 
integrals on (and, implicitly, volumes and areas of) convex bodies (see [14]). 
(II) According to (iii), the inner approximation Q: of the set Q has its extreme points on the 
boundary of Q, thus one may use our algorithm to compute “initial points” for further improved 
polygonal/polyhedral curve/surface fitting of the boundary of Q in R * respectively in R3 (see 
U91). 
(III) When solving differential inclusions one frequently encounters problems of the form 
a(t>EF(t, x(t))={yE~“l~(t, x(t), y)<O, iEl}, 
where each f, is a function from [0, T ] X R” X R” to R satisfying, among others, the condition 
that it is convex with respect to y (cf. [2]). In general, it is much easier to solve such problems 
when the multifunction on the right-hand side has polytopes as values. Under sufficient 
continuity and boundedness conditions for the multifunction F the approximations Ql’( t, x) of 
F( t, x) generated by the algorithm presented in this note are continuous enough for a solution of 
the differential inclusion a(t) E Q:‘( t, x(t)) to exist. Solutions of the last differential inclusions 
(with polytope-valued right-hand side) will necessarily approximate solutions of the original 
problem. 
(IV) In game theory the set of (Nash) equilibria of a matrix game is a compact convex subset 
of a space R!” defined by a system of convex inequalities (cf. [21]) and it is interesting for 
bargaining purposes to have approximations of this set in order to be able to improve upon the 
way competitive decisions are made. 
2. A refinement procedure 
In this section we prove some preliminary results which lead to the refinement procedure 
involved in our algorithm. The purpose of this procedure is to produce a specific refinement of 
mesh no greater than a fixed c > 0 for a given triangulation iy of Q. 
Lemma 1. Let u be an n-simplex in R n and let u”, . . . , vn be its vertices. If p is an integer, 
O<p<n, if I={i, ,..., i,)SN:={O,l,..., n } and if j E N\ I, then for any set of points 
( wi ) i E I } such that wi belongs to the relative interior of the edge ( ui, u’) of u, i E I, the following 
sets form an exact triangulation of a: 
a_,:=conv[{w’]iEI} U {r?lk~N\I}], (3) 
a,:=conv[{w’]iEJ} U {uk]kE (N\(IU {j})) U {io}}], (4) 
e,:=conv[{w’l}U{uk]kEN\{j}}], (5) 
a, := conv[ ( wil ) 1 G t,<h} U (uk)k~N\(j, i, ,..., i,,}}], 2<h,<p. (6) 
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Proof. The proof proceeds in two stages. First, assume that p = 0. In this case, it is obvious that 
and 
u-1 = conv{ u”, . . . , do-*, do, do+‘, . . . , u” } 
a0 = conv{ u”, . . . , zF1, do, d+l,. . . , u”} 
are n-simplices and that u._~ U a0 g u. Let x be a point in u. Then, there exist X0,. . . , A, E IR + 
such that C:,oXi = 1 and x = C~=ohiu’. Since wiO = (YU’” + (1 - (~)uj for some a E (0, l), it 
follows that 
c X,zlk+ [Ai, (1- ;)xi”],i+ k,i(L. 
k#i,, j 
= c h,uk+ 
k+i,, j 
&hj]u’.+ 
If h, + (1 - l/a)xiO > 0, then the first equality in (7) shows that x E u_~. Otherwise, we have 
that Ajo - (a/(1 - a)) Aj > 0 and this implies, according to the second equality in (7), that x E a,. 
Hence, u = u_ 1 U a,. Since the simplices a0 and u_ I have in common exactly one facet, these 
simplices form an exact triangulation of u. Hence, Lemma 1 holds for p = 0. 
Assume that 0 <p < n. Then, applying the result in the case p = 0 for the set I1 = { ir } instead 
of I and for the point w ‘1 instead of wio we obtain an exact triangulation u = a!!‘! u a$‘) of u. 
Observe that a$” is exactly the simplex u1 defined by (5). To the simplex u(O), we can apply again 
the result obtained in the case p = 0 with I2 = { i2} and wi2 instead of I and wio, respectively. 
Hence, ~(0; has an exact triangulation u I”‘, = u(l), U a$” where a,$‘) is exactly the simplex a2 
defined by (6). It can be seen that the simplices ul, a, and u(O), form an exact triangulation of u 
because they cover u and any two of them have in common at most one face. To the simplex ~(0; 
we can apply again the case p = 0 with respect to the point wij. Continuing in this way, after p 
steps we obtain an exact triangulation u = ui U uz U - - . U up U a?‘-‘), where uipl- ‘) is a simplex 
having among its vertices the points uiO and u j. Therefore, we can apply the case p = 0 to the 
simplex u 1<- ‘) with IP = { i,} instead of I. We obtain an exact triangulation a?-‘) = alp? U a$‘“‘; 
in this triangulation uJp) is exactly the simplex a0 as defined by (4) and ulf)l) is exactly the 
simplex defined by (3). Consequently, the family of simplices u,, - 1 < i G p, is an exact 
triangulation of the simplex (J. 0 
The triangulation of u defined by (3)-(6) will subsequently be denoted sSO[uj; { wi 1 i E I}]. 
Note that e_ 1 is the only simplex of this triangulation to which uj belongs and that all other 
simplices a,, 0 < i <p, have uio as common vertex. 
Based on Lemma 1 we can construct the following refinement procedure. Let E be any finite 
triangulation of the convex subset Q of R”. Let E > 0 be any positive real number. 
Procedure 1. Define a, := ,@ and do: 
(a) Choose uGFY, andput @‘:={a}. 
(b) Choose rEG. Let u’,..., u” be the vertices of 7. Define 
if 3tENsuch that 
otherwise, 
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where 1, := {i E N 1 11 u’ - ui 11 > c}, I EN. If h is finite, then go to (d). Otherwise, go to (c). 
(c) Put G := G\{ r} and E, := E0 u {r}. If G =,$, then go to (e). Otherwise, go to (b). 
(d) Put (5 := (G\{ 7)) u E;,[ d’; {b’ I i E Ih}], where, for i E Ih, b’ := $( vi + uh). Go to (b). 
(e) Put Z := a\ { CJ }. If X = $3, then STOP. Otherwise, go to (a). 
Lemma 2. Procedure 1 stops after finite& many steps. It produces a finite triangulation FE,, of Q 
which is a refinement of E and has mesh( X0) < e. 
Proof. The diameter of a simplex is the length of its longest edge. Hence, h = h( 7) defined in 
step (b) of Procedure 1 is infinite if and only if diam( 7) < 6. Therefore, the simplex 7, chosen in 
G, is withdrawn from G and added to iy_, at step (c) if and only if the diameter of r is at most 
equal to e. In other words, sup{diam( 7) IT E X0} < c. 
Procedure 1 returns to step (a) for I ‘Y, I times only. Since iy, is finite, it follows that, in order 
to prove that Procedure 1 is finite, it is sufficient to show that, for any simplex u chosen in iy, at 
step (a), Procedure 1 will return to step (b) for finitely many times. Suppose that u is fixed and 
assume, by way of negation that Procedure 1 returns for infinitely many times to step (b). Let k 
be the smallest positive integer such that 22kmesh( X) < 6. Let rr be the simplex chosen at the 
r th iteration of step (b) in this case. Note that r1 := u and there exists a. subsequence 
{ 7(p) I P E N } such that 
where u’*j, Ih and b’,j are the elements corresponding to 7r at the corresponding iteration r of 
step (b). If 7 is a simplex with vertices u”, . . . , u” and r’ E F,[uh; {b’ I i E Ih}], then we say that 
the edge (a, b), where a f b, corresponds to the edge ( ui, u’) of r iff either (a, b) c ( ui, uj) or 
both a E { b’, bj} and b E { b’, bj}. The following relations hold between the lengths of 
corresponding edges: 
length( uh, b’) = : length( uh, ui) = length( b’, ui), 
length( b’, bj) = : length( ui, u’), i, j E lh. 
Since { h&v) I P E NJ} is a sequence all of which elements are taken from N, there exists an index 
h E N which is repeated infinitely, i.e., all edges corresponding to the edges of vertex Undo in 
r,.(i) undergo an infinite number of times the halving process described by the relations between 
the lengths of corresponding edges. However, after at most k such halving procedures any edge 
of %P) corresponding to an edge of vertex ur(i)yh in rrllj will be of length < e and, therefore, for 
p > :kn( n + l), the set Ih is empty. Hence, h cannot be repeated infinitely which contradicts the 
assumption that Procedure 1 returns to Step (b) infinitely many times while u is fixed. 
Consequently, Procedure 1 stops after finitely many steps and 5X0, produced by Procedure 1, is 
necessarily finite. 
Note that, if r’ and r” are simplices of X sharing an edge (a, b) of length 2 e, then each of 
them is replaced (in its turn) at step (d) of Procedure 1 by triangulations E ’ and E” which are 
compatible in the sense that YX’ U Z” is an exact triangulation of r ’ U r “. This implies that ‘y, o 
is a triangulation of U{ r I r E Z }, it is a refinement of E and, therefore, it is a triangulation of 
Q- 0 
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3. The elimination procedure 
Given a convex functional g on R” and a finite triangulation X, of the set Qg := {x E 
R” 1 g(x) < 0}, the elimination procedure is designed to produce a triangulation Z * of Qg with 
mesh( X. *) < mesh( X0) and such that any 7 E ‘Y, * has at least one vertex in Qg. 
Let S”:={x~[W:ICr=,x~~1}.1f u isasimplexwithvertices u”,...,un inR” andif g isa 
convex functional on R”, then define ‘kg” : R” -+ R by 
\k,“(x):=g u”+ ~Xi(Ui-4) 
i i 
. 
i=l 
Since YJ~ is convex on IR”, the optimization problem 
P,(u): min{ *l(x) ]x E S”} 
has a solution and we denote by P~( a) its minimal value. 
Lemma 3. u n Qg z 0 iff pg( a) < 0. 
Proof. If x* E u f~ Q,, then 
n 
X *=u”+ CX,(d-UO), (8) 
i=l 
where ho,. . . , A,, are the barycentric coordinates of x* in u. Therefore, pLg( a) < ‘kp”( A,, . . . , A,) 
= g( x * ) < 0. Conversely, if pg( a) < 0 and if X := (Xi, . . . , A,) is the optimal solution of P,(u), 
then the vector x * defined by (8) belongs to u and satisfies g(x *) = pg( a) < 0, that is 
x*~unQ,. 0 
We recall (cf. [l&27])’ that if u is a simplex with vertices u”, . . . , u”, if x* E u and if 
($,..., a,*) is the (necessarily unique) solution of the system of linear equations V[u]cw = [:*I, 
where V[u] is the (n + 1) X (n + 1)-matrix whose ith column is the vector [d], then the set 
conv{ u' 1 i EJ,(x*)}, where J,( x*) := { i E N 1 C-X,? > 0}, is the (unique) open face of u containing 
x *. Also, the sets 
~~(x*):=conv[{ujljE(N\{i})} U {x*}], iEJ,(x*), (9) 
are n-simplices forming an exact triangulation of CT. Each simplex a,( x * ) has x * among its 
vertices and the triangulation of u by { a,(~*) I i E JO(x*)} is denoted XZ,,(x*). 
With this in mind we describe the elimination procedure. 
Procedure 2. With the convex functional g on IR” and with the finite triangulation X0 of Qg do: 
(a) Put 5-i = 5”* := 0, 
(b) Choose u E Zo. Let u”, . . . , u” be the vertices of cr. Compute g( u’) for all i E N and go to 
(c)e 
(c) If g( u’) < 0 for all i E N, then put Z, := fyi U {a}, E. := Z;,\{ u} and go to (d). 
Otherwise, go to (e). 
(d) If X0 = $3, then STOP. Otherwise, go to (b). 
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(e) Ifg(u’)~Oforsome(butnotall)iEN,thenput~s_,:=~Y_~{u}), EO:=CY,o\{a}andgo 
to (d). Otherwise, do the following: 
(el) Solve the optimization problem P,(a) and determine its optimum X* := (h:, . . . , A*,) and 
its optimal value p.,(a). If p.,(a) > 0, then put X0 := X0\{ u} and go to (d). Otherwise, go to 
(e2). 
(e2) Solve the linear system V[u]a = [,‘*I, where x* := u” + C:,,hr( ui - u’); for any 7 E X0 u 
X, havingallpoints ui (i~J~(x*)) amongitsvertices,put iY-2:=(E3_\{~})~~J~*)if 7~5~ 
and X0 := (a,\{ T}) U GJx*) otherwise. Go to (d). 
Lemma 4. Procedure 2 stops after finitely many steps. It produces two collections of simplices Cy,, 
and SK., which satisfy the following conditions. 
(I) 5X * := a, u 5X2 is a finite triangulation of Q,; 
(11) U{ 7 IT E a,> c Q,; 
(III) if u E E 2, then u has at least one vertex in Qg and at least one vertex in the exterior of Q,; 
(IV) mesh( 5X *) G mesh( a,). 
Proof. If u E X0 is the simplex chosen at step (b) of Procedure 2, then one of the following 
situations may occur. 
(A) u has some vertices in Q,; then it falls under the circumstances either of step (c) or of 
step (e) and, thus, it is removed from ‘E, and included in Xi or in EZ, respectively; 
(B) u has no vertex in Qg in which case either u has no point in common with Qg and then, 
according to Lemma 3, it falls under the circumstances of step (el) with p,(u) > 0 or it has at 
least one point in common with Q, and, therefore, by Lemma 3 again, p,(u) G 0 and u falls 
under the circumstances of step (e2). In both cases, u is eliminated from Eo. 
These show that no repeated choice of the same simplex is possible in Procedure 2. The initial 
triangulation E o is finite and no more than (n + 1) 1 E. 1 simplices can be added to iy, o no 
matter for how long Procedure 2 proceeds. Hence, Procedure 2 has to stop after finitely many 
reiterations of step (b). 
Note that any simplex 7 E ‘X * is either a simplex in X0 or it is a subsimplex of a simplex in 
X0. Therefore, if Q * is a finite triangulation, then (IV) necessarily holds. Also, observe that j3_, 
is the family of the simplices in ‘E, which have all their vertices in Qg (cf. Lemma 3). Thus, Xi 
is finite and condition (II) holds because Qg is convex. It remains to show that X1 is finite, that 
& * is a triangulation of Qg and that condition (III) holds. 
Let u be a simplex in X 2. Then, it may happen that u was introduced in E, at step (e), i.e., u 
was a simplex of X0 having some, but not all, of its vertices in Q,. Then (III) holds for u. If u is 
not a simplex initially contained in a,, then it belongs to a triangulation 5Z!,( x*) with 7 E X0 
and 7 having no vertex in Qg. Clearly, in such a case u was introduced in ZZ at step (e2). It was 
observed above that, if u E 13.(x*), then x * is a vertex of (I. Since, at step (e2), the point x * is 
chosen as a solution of the problem P,(u), it follows that x* is a vertex of u which belongs to 
Qg. On the other hand, any other vertex of u is necessarily a vertex of 7 (cf. (9)) and, hence, it 
does not belong to Qg. Consequently, condition (III) is proven. It is obvious that EZ contains at 
most n (n + 1) times as many simplices as were in 5X0 at the beginning of the procedure. Thus, 
IyZ is finite and, by consequence, so is X. *. 
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In order to prove that 5X * is a triangulation of Qg, observe that, if x E Qg, then there exists a 
simplex CJ which was initially in Sy,,, and to which x belongs. If all vertices of this simplex are in 
Qg, then u E X1. Otherwise, either u E 5X, or x belongs to one of the simplices ui( x*) E L3,( x*) 
with x * a solution of P,(V), where Y is either u itself or a simplex which was initially in X0 and 
it is adjacent to u. Each of the simplices a,(~*), 1 < i < n, belong to X,. Hence, E * covers Qg. 
If r’, 7” E iy_* and if 7’ n r” # ,$, then either r’ and r” were in 5X, at the beginning of the 
procedure and, thus, their intersection is a shared face because iy_, is a triangulation or we have 
one of the following situations. 
Case 1. r ’ was in 5Z,, at the beginning of Procedure 2 and r ” belongs to one of the 
triangulations 13,(x * ) for some simplex u which at the beginning of Procedure 2 was in a,. 
Then, r ” is a simplex included in u and r ’ n r ” c r ’ n u, i.e., r ’ n r ” is included in a face of r ’ 
(because r’ and u are simplices of the triangulation a,). r’ n r” has to be a closed face of r’ 
because, otherwise, x * E r‘ and the face of u to which x * belongs is shared with r’ and, 
therefore, at step (e2), r’ was eliminated from S, without being included in X2 (the simplices of 
S? 7t(x *) are included in X2 in this case) and this contradicts our assumption that r’ E X *. 
Hence, r ’ n r ” is a shared face of the two simplices. 
Case 2. r’ E SZ,,*(x*) and r” E 13,rr(x*) where u’ and a” are simplices which were in X0 at 
the beginning of Procedure 2 and x * is a solution of P,(V), where v is a simplex sharing with (I’ 
and with u” the open face to which x* belongs. In this situation the simplices u ’ and a” are 
sharing the face to which x * belongs. According to (9), r ’ n r ” has to be one of the faces of 
vertex x* of the two simplices r’ and 7”. 
In all possible cases r ’ n r ” is a common face of the simplices r ’ and r ” and this implies that 
Q * is a triangulation of Qg. The proof is complete. 0 
4. The algorithm 
In this section we present the algorithm for approximating, in the sense of (i)-(iii), the 
solution set Q of the system (1). To this end, we recall several facts of convex analysis. 
Let g be a convex functional on R”. If a, b E R” and if g(a) < 0 and if g(b) > 0, then there 
exists a unique ‘Y~( a, b) E (0, l] such that 
OL~(U, b)=min{a~0~a~1andg(aa+(1-a)b)~0}. (10) 
The point 
z&z, b):=(Y&, b)a+(l-+z, b))b (11) 
is the closest point to b which belongs to Qg and lies on the line segment [Q, b]. 
Let u be the simplex of vertices u”, . . . , d’ in R!“. If a vertex ui of u belongs to Qg, then we 
denote 
I(u, g, u’) := ( iEN]g(u’)>Oanda,(uj, u’)#l). (12) 
This set may be empty. If i E I( u, g, u’), then ZJ uj, vi) is a relative interior point of the edge 
( ui, uj) of u. A vertex ui of u is called g-marginal iff there exists i E N\I( u, g, u’) such that 
g( ui) > 0. It is clear that g-marginal vertices of u belong to aQ,. Note that a vertex of u may 
belong to aQ, without being g-marginal. In Fig. 1 the vertex u2 of the simplex u”u’u2 is 
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Fig. 1. Marginal and nonmarginal vertices. 
g-marginal but u1 is not g-marginal in spite of belonging to aQ,. The same vertex u2 which is 
g-marginal as vertex of u”u1v2 is not g-marginal as vertex of the simplex u1v2u3. 
Lemma 5. Let g be a conuex functional on R” and let (I be a simplex of vertices u”, . . . , vn in 62”. If 
uj E eg and vi is not g-marginal and if I( (J, g, uj) + 0, then the triangulation SZ,( uj, g) := iy_,[ uj; 
{ zg( u’7 u’) I i E WJ, g, 4)l exists and satisfies the following conditions: 
(4 o-l G Q,; 
(b) (J n aQ, G U&+J,~, where p = ( I( u, g, vj) 1. 
Proof. Let J := { i E N 1 g( ui) > O}. Since vi is not g-marginal, we have that J = I( u, g, u’) # 0. 
As observed above, in this case the points zg( uJ, ui) are relative interior points of the corre- 
sponding edges (uj, ui), i E J. Hence, according to Lemma 1, the triangulation S,[ vj; 
(z,(uj, u’) 1 i E I( u, g, u’)}], denoted shortly E;,( uJ, g), exists and it contains the simplices ui, 
- 1 G i up, defined at (3)-(6) for wi = zg( uj, ui), i E J. It is obvious that all vertices of u_i 
belong to Q,. Hence, (a) holds because Qg is convex. In order to prove (b), observe that, if x E u 
and g(x) > 0, then, according to (a), x @ u_i and, therefore, x E U,PEou,,. Now, if y E u n aQ,, 
we distinguish two possible situations. 
Case 1. y E int(u). In this situation, there exists a sequence { y“ I k E IV} of points in int(u) 
having g( yk) > 0, k E N, and lim, +Wyk = y. Taking into account the observation above, it 
follows that v is the limit of the sequence { yk I k E NJ} of points in the closed set U,Pzouh, i.e., 
y E Uf=ouh in this case. 
Case 2. y E au. In this situation, if y G u-i, then there is nothing to prove. If y E u-i, then it 
cannot belong to any open face of u_i for which uj is a vertex because any such face is included 
in int( Q,). Hence, y belongs to the facet of u-i which is opposite to vj. According to (3) the 
vertices of this facet are the points ZJ ui, v’), i E J, and the points vi, i E N\( J u { j}). There 
exists a unique hyperplane H := { x E R” I (a, x) = a} which includes the opposite facet of ui in 
u_i and satisfies (a, vj) < 0. It is clear that u_i G u n H-, where H-z= {x E R” I(a, x) G a}. 
All vertices vi, i E J, of u belong to H+:= { x E II3 n 1 (a, x) 2 a}, because the edges (uj, vi) are 
crossing H at zg( uj, vi) and this is a relative interior point of ( oi, vi), i E J. Hence, each simplex 
u,,, 0 < h G p, is included in H+. Therefore, u _ i = u n H- and U,Pxouh = u n H+. These show 
that U,P,ouh is convex. Since U,Pzouh includes all vertices of the facet which is opposite to vi in 
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U_ i, it follows that this facet is included in Uhp=,,uh. Hence, y E U~=,,uh in this case too. The 
proof is complete. Cl 
Now we present our algorithm. 
Step (0) (Initialization). Fix E > 0 and fix a finite triangulation E of Q := Qg with g defined 
at (2). 
Step (1) (Refinement). Use Procedure 1 in order to obtain a refinement ‘Z, of 5X such that 
mesh( 5X,,) < 6. 
Step (2) (Elimination). Use Procedure 2 in order to obtain from a, two collections of 
simplices X 1 and X2 which satisfy the conditions (I)-(IV) of Lemma 4. If Xi = E 2 = 0, then 
Q = 8; put Q; = Q:’ := fl and STOP. If Ez=fl and E,#fl, then Q=U{TITEE~}; put 
Q: = Q:’ := conv( V), where I’ is the set of all vertices of the simplices in Xi, and STOP. 
Otherwise, go to Step (3). 
Step (3) (Decision). Let Zi and E2 be the collections of simplices obtained at Step (2). Let 
E*:=5Z.,u5Z,,let U=W=E,:=Banddo: 
(a) Choose u E X2. Let u”, . . . , vn be the vertices of u indexed in such a way that g( u’) > 0 for 
i = 0, 1,. . . , pandg(uj)<Oforj=p+l,..., n.Goto(b). 
(b) For k = p + 1,. . . , n and for j = 0, 1,. . . , p compute (Ye, j := a( uk, uj) according to (10). If 
for any k E { p + 1,. . . , n} thereexistsj,E{O,l,...,p} suchthat a,,jk=l, thenput Zy-3:=ZZ3 
u {a}, put zy-2:=&2\{ } u and go to (d). Otherwise, go to (c). 
(c) Let r be the minimal index in { p + 1,. . . , n } such that (Y,, j # 1 for all j E { 0, 1,. . . , p}. 
Define 
WrJ := (y ,,jUr + (1 - (Y,,j) Uj, 0 <j <p. 
These points belong to the relative interior of their corresponding edges in u. Determine the 
simplices u-i, a,, . . . , up of the triangulation XO[u’; { w’,j 10 <j <p}] as defined by (3)-(6). Put 
13,,=~~~{u_,} and ~_,=SX,U{~J,,...,~~} andgoto(a). 
(d) Let 
W:=WU{uk~p+l<k~n} 
and 
u:= uu {zPIO<k<p}. 
If X.2 =fl, then go to Step (4). Otherwise, go to (a). 
Step (4) (Definition). Let Xi and X3 be the collection of simplices obtained at Step (3). Let T 
be the collection of all vertices of the simplices in a,. Define 
Q: := conv(TU W), 03) 
Q:’ := conv( T U WU U) 04) 
and STOP. 
It remains to show that the sets Q: and Q:’ produced by the algorithm described above are 
the required approximations of the set Q, that is, that they satisfy the conditions (i)-(iii) 
specified in Section 1. Precisely, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6. The algorithm described above stops after finitely many steps and the sets Q: and Q:’ 
generated by it satisfy the conditions (i)-(iii). 
Proof. If after Procedure 2 (employed at Step (1)) the collection of simplices X1 is empty, then, 
according to Lemma 4, Q is the union of the simplices in Xi. Thus, if X1 is empty, then Q is 
empty. Otherwise, Q is a convex set which can be represented as the union of the finitely many 
simplices in ‘X1 and, therefore, Q coincides with conv( V), where V is the family of vertices of the 
simplices in X1. It is obvious that in this case the algorithm stops at Step (2) and that the sets Q: 
and Q:’ satisfy (i)-(iii). 
Assume that, after Step (l), the family of simplices Zz is not empty. If u E X2, then u has at 
least one vertex in Q and at least one vertex in the exterior of Q (cf. Lemma 4(111)). Let 
v”, . . . ) vn be the vertices of u indexed as required at Step (3). If for any k E { p + 1,. . . , n } there 
exists j, E (0, 1,. . . , p} such that (Ye, jl = 1, then all vertices of u which belong to Q are 
g-marginal and, thus, they belong to CIQ. In such a situation, u is withdrawn from E2 and added 
to Xy-3 at Step (3)(b). Hence, u cannot be chosen again at Step (3)(a) if a return to this step 
occurs. If there exist vertices of u which belong to Q but they are not g-marginal (that is, there 
exists k with ak,j # 1 for some j), then w’*j computed at Step (3)(c) belongs to the relative 
interior of the edge ( vr, vj), where vr is a point of Q and vi is an exterior point of Q. Hence, the 
triangulation X0( vr, g) := a,[ v’; { ~‘3~ 10 <j up}] is well-defined (cf. Lemma 1) and at least its 
simplex u-r is included in Q (cf. Lemma 5(a)). In this case again, u is withdrawn from X2, but 
at most p + 1 new simplices are added to x.2 at Step (3)(c). None of the simplices in a,( vr, g) 
added to X, has v” as vertex and all vertices w’*j of these simplices are g-marginal (cf. Lemma 1 
and the remarks at the beginning of this section). 
In what follows, a simplex (I in R” is said to be of order s if it has s vertices in Q which are 
not g-marginal. Denote a$@) the set of simplices of order s which belong to x.2 after the t th 
iteration of Step (3)(a). Obviously, ‘7Zf~‘) = 0 f or s > n. If the simplex u, chosen in Zy_, at the t th 
iteration of Step(3)( ) a , is of order s = 0, then, at Step (3)(b), u is withdrawn from Xz and added 
to X3. If u is of order s > 0, then, at Step (3)(c), u is withdrawn from X2 and a family of at most 
n + 1 new simplices belonging to a triangulation a,( vr, g) with vr a g-marginal vertex of u is 
added to X,. Each of the new simplices added to Z1 is of order s’ -C s because, as noted above, 
at least the vertex vr of u is no more a vertex of any of the simplices added to Iyl and the 
g-marginal vertices of these simplices (if any) are among the g-marginal vertices of u. 
Assume that the algorithm proceeds infinitely, i.e., that there are infinitely many reiterations 
of Step (3)(a). Denote ‘y_y) = U~zo~~9s). Note that Z 9’ = fl for s > n. Therefore, there exists a 
maximal integer s * < n such that, at Step (3)(a), choices in Xy*) are made for infinitely many 
times. Since the set “_$‘*“’ is finite, “_$@’ c & $O*“’ for any t > 0 (there are no new simplices of 
order n produced at Step (3)) and each time when a simplex in %;1”) is chosen at Step (3)(a) it is 
withdrawn from Xz and eventually replaced in Xz by simplices of strictly lower order, we have 
that s * G n - 1. The number of simplices in Z$‘*“*) is finite (cf. Lemma 5). Let 4 be the number 
of iterations of Step (3)(a) at which simplices of order s > s * are chosen. Then, at most q( n + 1) 
new simplices of order s* are generated by the algorithm no matter for how long it proceeds. 
Hence, 1 “_y*’ 1 < 1 E$o3”*’ I +q(n + l), i.e., “_p*) 
times a simplex u E X p*) 
is also finite. However, for infinitely many 
is chosen at Step (3)(a) and it is withdrawn from “_y*). This 
contradicts the finiteness of Xp*) and, implicitly, our assumption that the algorithm proceeds 
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infinitely. Since the algorithm stops after finitely many steps, it follows that the family of 
simplices 5X1 U X 3 produced by the algorithm is a finite refinement of the triangulation 5Z *. 
It remains to show that the sets Q: and Q:’ produced by the algorithm satisfy (i)-(iii) in the 
case when the family of simplices Ez obtained at Step (2) is nonempty. First observe that, after 
Step (2) the family of simplices Fy,i consists of simplices having all their vertices in Q (cf. 
Lemma 4(11)). Any new simplex added to X, at Step (3)(c) is a simplex included in Q (cf. 
Lemma 5). Therefore, the set T of all vertices of the simplices contained in E, when the 
algorithm arrives at Step (4) is a finite subset of Q. Also, the set W defined iteratively at Step 
(3)(d) consists of points in Q only. Hence, Q: G Q. Let x be any point of Q. It belongs to one of 
the simplices u E E *. If u has all its vertices in Q, then x is a convex combination of points in T 
(i.e., the vertices of a) and, thus, it belongs to Q:‘. If u has vertices which do not belong to Q, 
then the vertices of u belong to U U W (see Step (3)(d)). Thus, in any possible situation, x is a 
convex combination of points in T U U U IV, i.e., x E Q:‘. Hence, (i) holds. 
Let x E Q:‘\Q:. If x E T U U, then d(x, Q:) = 0. If x E IV, then x E u for some u E ‘Z_,. 
Simplices belonging to X2 have vertices in U. Hence, 
d(x, Q:) G d(x, U) G mesh( Ez) < E. 
If x $G U u WU T, then x is a convex combination of points in U U W U T because x E Q:‘. It 
was already shown that the distance of any point of U U WV T to Q: is < E. From the 
convexity of the function z + d( z, Q:), it follows that d( x, Q:) G 6 for any x E Q:‘\Q:. 
Therefore, condition (ii) is also satisfied. 
Let x be an extreme point of Q:. Then, x E T U IV. If x E IV, then x is a g-marginal vertex 
for some simplex in X3 (see Step (3)(b),(d)) and, thus, x E ElQ. If x E T and x G IV, then x is 
vertex of a simplex u E Xi. Suppose that x E aQ. Then, there exists an open neighborhood 
S, G Q of x which is covered by finitely many simplices in ‘Z, U &, (5X, U Ey-3 is a finite 
triangulation of the compact set Q). Since the vertices of all simplices in E_, are either 
g-marginal or do not belong to Q and x 4 aQ, it follows that x cannot be vertex of a simplex in 
5” _3. It cannot belong to an open face of a simplex in ‘X3 either, because Ei U X3 is a 
triangulation and x is a vertex of a simplex in Xi. Hence, x belongs to the intersection of S, 
with the complement of the union of the simplices in X3 which is still an open neighborhood of 
x but it is covered by simplices in E_, only. Hence, x E int(conv(T)). Thus, x is a positive 
convex combination of points in T. This contradicts the extremality of x. Hence, the extreme 
points of Q: are necessarily in aQ. 
Let x be an extreme point of Q:‘. Then,xETUUUW.IfxEU,theng(x)>O(seeStep 
(3)(d)). Hence, x is an exterior point of Q. If x P U and x E IV, then x is a g-marginal vertex 
for some simplex in E3 and, thus, x E aQ. If x E T and x ~5 U U IV, then x is vertex for a 
simplex in a,. Suppose that x 4 aQ. Then, we can repeat the reasoning above in order to show 
that x is a proper convex combination of points in T and this contradicts the extremality of x. 
By consequence, condition (iii) holds. 0 
5. Example and comments 
(I) In order to illustrate the way in which the algorithm described above works, let us consider 
the one-inequality problem g,(x,, x2) := (xi)’ + (x2)’ - 1 < 0 on R2 with z := 0.6. Let u” := 
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Fig. 2(a). Results of successive refinement procedures after the decision step of the algorithm. 
(-0.5, OS), u1 := (0.5, 0.5) u2 := (0.5, - 0.5) and u3 := (-0.5, - 0.5). We start with the initial 
triangulation X := (CT, r}, where u := [u’, d, u3] and r := [d, u2, u3]. 
These simplices are shown in bold lines in Fig. 2(a). The simplices whose edges are represented 
in Fig. 2(a) by continuous lines are those generated by the refinement procedure. The computa- 
tional results of the first three (of the sixteen) stages of this procedure are summarized in Table 1. 
Fig. 2(b). The sets Q: and Q:’ produced by the algorithm. 
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Table 1 
Refinement 
VO V1 V2 
u” 0.5( u” + u’) 0.5( uo + u3) u-1 
0.5( u0 + u3) 0.5( 240 + u’) U3 fJ0 hZ0 
u3 U1 0.5( uo + u’) (J1 
u’ 0.5( u1 + u2) 0.5( u1 + u3) T-1 
0.5( u’ + u3) u3 0.5( 8.41 + u2) 70 llL0 
0.5( u’ + u3) U2 U3 71 
0.5( u1 + u2) U2 0.25(u’ + u2 + 2u3) Tl.- 1 
0.25( u1 + u2 + 2u3) U3 U2 71.0 
The collection of simplices a, as it appears after Step (2) of the algorithm consists of those 
simplices which are laying in the shaded region in Fig. 2(a). There are no simplices in Z * which 
have no vertex in Q and all vertices in Q of the simplices in X2, excepting a,. . . , f, are 
g-marginal. The simplices having at least one edge represented by an interrupted line in Fig. 2(a) 
are those generated at Step (3). For instance, a := (-0.25, 0.25) is a common vertex of the 
simplices v’ := [u’, 0.5( u” + u’), a] and v” := [u’, OS( u” + u3), a] which belong to a, and a is 
not g-marginal because (~~(a, u”) = i(2-‘/2 - 0.5). Therefore, the simplices v’ and v” have to 
be eliminated from X2 and the simplices VA, v:, and vi’ and v!, have to be introduced in X 3. 
These are the simplices of vertex z in Fig. 2(a). The union of the former X1 with those simplices 
which are included in Q at the end of Step (3) (and all the simplices of index - 1 are so) is the 
final collection of simplices Xi. The algorithm generates the set Q: which is the shaded region in 
Fig. 2(b). The square u”u1u2u3 is the set Q:‘. 
(II) For using our algorithm one has to produce the initial triangulation a. In general, an 
initial simplex including Q is sufficient for starting the algorithm and such a simplex can be 
obtained by the technique involved in the proof of the main result in [12]. However, if among the 
inequalities in (1) there are inequalities leading to conditions of the form a, G xi G bi, 1 G i G n, 
then the collection of simplices having vertices with coordinates in the given intervals [ ai, bi] of 
any Kuhn triangulation (see [27]) can be chosen as the initial E. There seems to be no 
computational advantage in choosing the initial triangulation X as a triangulation of mesh G e 
since, in such a situation, it may happen that the number of problems P,(u) to be solved at Step 
(3) increases and the refinement procedure involved in our algorithm (which can be overpassed 
by taking X0 := E when mesh(X) < C) consists only of rational operations with the vertices of 
E. 
(III) Two optimization procedures are required by our algorithm. For solving the problems 
P,(a), which are convex programming problems with one linear constraint and bounded 
variables, techniques as those in [21] can efficiently be implemented when the function g 
(defined at (2)) is continuously differentiable. If g is not continuously differentiable, either one 
replaces g by another function g’ which is continuously differentiable and still satisfies Q = Qgt 
(a way of generating functions g’ satisfying Q = Qgf is that used in [22, pp. 304, 3051 in order to 
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rewrite the system of constraints of an optimization problem as a single inequality) or one uses 
nondifferentiable programming techniques as those in [26]. The optimization problem (10) 
(involved in computing the numbers aik required by the elimination procedure) can easily be 
rewritten as convex equation +(a) := g( era + (1 - cr)b) = 0 over (0, l] which can be solved with a 
bisection technique. When n is “large”, the linear systems of equations which may be eventually 
involved in our algorithm can efficiently be solved with the block-iterative method as those 
presented in [1,5,7-9,111. 
(Iv) The number of simplices (that is of n X (n - l)-matrices) which we have to deal with 
when our algorithm is used for a “small” 6 can be large. It is obvious that if the triangulation X0 
consists of k simplices, then the maximal number of simplices involved in the algorithm cannot 
be greater than k[ n( n + 2)]* and that k G e-l mesh( X)( n + 2)k, where k, is the number of 
simplices in iy,. 
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